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• FROM THE DESK OF •

the Chaplain
“Remember not the former things, nor consider the things of old. Behold, I am doing a new
thing; now it springs forth, do you not perceive it? I will make a way in the wilderness and rivers in
the desert.” (Isaiah 43:18-19)
Another year has passed, and another new year begins. We enter every new year, leaving
behind a year full of memorable events and looking forward with certain expectations to a
year yet to be lived and experienced. In 2020, Covid-19 seemed to overshadow everything
else that happened in the world or our homes. There were still children born, wedding and
birthdays celebrated; people got sick, and some have passed away. But all that seemed to
happen behind doors, and neighbours and friends could not be part of our lives.
So, we move into the new year with mixed feelings and emotions. Today’s verse tells us,
“Remember not the former things, nor consider the things of old.” But there are events and
people we want to remember, events and people that became dear to us; they became a
part of who we are. And so, we journey on, looking back and anticipating what lies ahead.
Scriptures promise us new things and inspire us to observe. “Behold, I am doing a new
thing; now it springs forth, do you not perceive it?” What a wonderful encouragement for the
new year; so full of excitement and mystery. It almost feels like Advent.
So, what are you looking forward to in 2021? Is it a big birthday? Or a wedding anniversary?
Maybe the birth of a new great-grandchild will be announced, or you plan to move to a new
place. Whatever the new thing will be, as Christians, we have the assurance that every good
gift comes from above. For some of us, the new year might begin just like the old year
ended, with grief and suffering. For all of you, the Lord has a promise too. “I will make a way
in the wilderness and rivers in the desert.” May these words be an encouragement to you,
and may you find rest for your soul in His presence.
May the new year help you leave behind that which is too heavy to bear, and may your path
be lined with beautiful memories. May the new year bring the good news of “a new thing”
and refreshment for those who find themselves experiencing a wilderness of life. For
everything, there is a season, and for every season, there is a promise.
Ron Babel, Chaplain
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For these tips, make sure to use COVID friendly ideas and methods when needed!

Video Chats with Family
Just a reminder that Janie can set up
a video chat with your family or
friends if you like. Just call the office
and we'll make the necessary
arrangements.
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1
Borrow a book
from the Linden
library.

3
Select and start
reading a new book
from the Linden
Library on the 5th
floor.

10
Do a puzzle.
There are plenty
to borrow from
the shelf in the
Library.

17
Say something
positive to
everyone you
meet today.

4
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2
Call a young friend
or grandchild. Ask
them what it's like
to do school at
home.

3
Try a new recipe
with the
ingredients you
have.
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1
Find three good
things to look
forward to this
year.

5

6

7

8

Arrange a time with
Janie to video chat
with family or
friends.

Focus on what's
good, even if today
feels tough.

Puzzles for Prizes
day! Enjoy doing
the new puzzle
today, and don't
forget to hand it in
next week!

If it's nice outside
take a walk and
enjoy the fresh
air!

11

12

13

14

15

Write down a
favourite
childhood memory.

Call a friend or a
family member and
share the memory
you wrote down
yesterday!

Clean up or
organize a shelf or
cupboard in your
apartment.

Puzzles for Prizes
day! Enjoy doing
the new puzzle
today, and don't
forget to hand it in
next week!

Phone a friend and
ask for a new
recipe to try.

18

19

20

21

22

Try a new TV show
or a new radio
station.

Check out the 7
Tips to Beat Winter
Blues on page 5 and
do one of them.

Puzzles for Prizes
day! Enjoy doing
the new puzzle
today, and don't
forget to hand it in
next week!

27

28

29

Puzzles for Prizes
day! Enjoy doing
the new puzzle
today, and don't
forget to hand it in
next week!

Construct a family
tree! How many
generations back
can you record?

Read through a
book of the Bible,
start to finish in
one day.

Listen to a radio
station you've
never listened to
before!

24/31

25

26

Take five minutes
to sit still and
think of things you
are thankful for.

Make a big pot of
your favourite
soup. Can some in
jars or put it in the
freezer for later.

Sort through a junk
drawer or organize
a pile of papers.
Feel the
satisfaction of
having things tidy!

Eat healthy food
today, food that
really nourishes
your body.

Call a friend or a
family member
and encourage
them, a little
encouragement
goes a long way!

2
Mail a note of
encouragement or
write a letter to an
old friend or to
your pastor.

9
Take some time
to stretch. Do it
sitting in a chair,
or lying in bed.

16
Bake some
cookies to put in
the freezer.

23
Make some time
for self care - do
something kind for
yourself.

30
Do an act of
kindness today.

